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When a new technology arises, American startups will make a business out 
of it, Chinese companies will copy it, European institutions will regulate it.
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MiFID II, a “Junior Woodchucks’ Guide” for Financial GoodFellows? 



Slicing the MiFID cake: robots will be the cherry-pickers…

1. Investor	Protection

2. Fee	Transparency

3. Market	Structure

4. Internal	&	External	
Control





PSD2 & GDPR: the shift of data ownership
Banks must grant digital access to accounts (“XS2A”)



Let a thousand flowers bloom: a new taxonomy of money
Ready for investments denominated in Central Bank Crypto Currencies?
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Not an asset class, yet. But: can you ignore the implication of OLT?
Investors on the rollercoaster of cryptocurrencies in the Blockchain Theme Park



The Dangers of Algorithmic Markets. 
When Computers Inhibit Competition

“Pricing Bots can	form cartels	and	raise
prices”

The	rise	of	algorithmic tacit collusion,	hub-
and-spoke and	behavioural discrimination.

The	increase in	price transparency can	lower search costs for	
investors.	But if pricing decisions are	shifted from	humans to	
pricing algorithms,	we can	have the	opposite	effects.

Pricing and	terms of	sales	can	be	easily monitored by	algorithms,	
with	immediate	detection of	any discount	and	speed of	
retaliation.	If each algorithm can	swiftly match	a	rival’s discount	
and	eliminate	its incentive	to	discount	in	the	first	place,	the	
threat of	future	retaliation keeps the	coordination sustainable.
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The Truman Show of Algorithmic Markets. 
Investor through behavioural profiling?

A facade of	competition profiting from	the	
asymmetry of	information	and	degradation of	
privacy	protection.

Behavioural discrimination is triggered by	the	use	of	personal	data	
to	track investors’	behaviour and	approximate the	buyer’s price
sensitivity,	awareness of	outside options and	willingness to	pay.	
This can	shift the	demand curve	to	the	right	in	inducing us to	buy
things we ordinarily wouldn’t have (or	want).

Investor	manipulation:	algorithmic pricing can	approximate an	
investor’s willingness to	pay - the	reservation price - and	charge
accordingly.

“All economic models are	based on	human	incentives and	what we
think humans rationally will do.	It’s entirely possible that not all of	
that learning is necessarily applicabile	in	algorithmic markets”	
(US	Federal	Trade Commission)
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Data are Words. Markets are Conversations
Prohibitions may lead to bad equilibria and loss of consumer welfare
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Data protection or data retention? 
A Freudian journey towards digital puberty
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Privacy is an economic good. 
Let’s make the most out of it for (algorithmic) investors.

Investors Data as liquid assets

Independent Advisors as entrepreneurs of customer
data: making them accessible and liquid

Investor Data Aggregation and Consolidation
(fragmentation destroys value)

Data Cartolarization: tranching of data asset, sort
of data-driven CDOs
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From Investor Protection
To Investor Empowerment and Algorithmic Organisation



Single child investor? Adopt a “Digital Twin”
Why sticking to dumb human investors? Ready to advise their personal robotic twins?



Hybrid machines are learning, deeply. They should learn to behave
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End of human monopoly on structured thought. 
And on Ethics? 
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Developing Standards of	Digital	Ethics



Some human behavior is un-intelligent
Some intelligent behavior is in-human
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MiFID II and beyond…
Who are the new Moses, writing the Tables of Robotic Laws?
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Protection is no longer enough. We need Market Governance
Towards “Data-driven Investor Empowerment”…

In	the	new	Algorithmic Markets,	investors
don’t need mere	“protection”…

Independent Advisors become drivers	for	
market	self-regulation,	new	subjects of	
demand-side	governance

From	a	zero-sum	game	with	asset
management	distribution networks,	to	a	
positive-sum	game	with	markets,	creating
demand-side	positive	externalities,	investor
welfare and	ultimately,	public	goods.
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A new business model for financial advisory?
Independent Advisors shall become “Investor Data Brokers”

1. Open Platform for Investor Data with 
ad-hoc licensing to third-parties for 
demand-side efficiencies

2. Players in the Marketplaces of Data-
derivatives (for collective investments
and advocacy, cybercurrencies, etc.)

3. Contributors ot a new Chamber of 
Automatic Arbitration (through smart
contracts) for investor protection
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